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Press Release Stockholm, October 2019 

 

Absolut launches a new limited edition bottle 
celebrating recycling. 

 
Absolut wants to create a more open world by using creativity to drive progress. 
With the launch of its latest limited edition bottle, Absolut hopes to encourage 

recycling and a more circular lifestyle that has less impact on our planet. The new 
bottle is made with more than 41% recycled glass, just like all Absolut’s bottles.  

 

 

 
Sustainability has been part of Absolut’s mission for many years and it is 
striving for a more circular world in which resources are reused again and 
again to benefit local economies, communities and ecosystems.  
 
In keeping with this mission, Absolut is launching a new limited edition 
bottle which, just like all Absolut bottles, is made with more than 41% 
recycled glass. Absolut sees power and beauty in waste and it believes 
that with little creativity we can all make something old and unwanted 
come back around in a new form. The new limited edition bottle design 
shows that an Absolut Vodka bottle is best used when it is recycled. 
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This campaign is part of its ongoing brand platform, Create a Better 
Tomorrow, Tonight. Absolut believes in building a more open world by 
using creativity to drive positive change. It is a statement of accountability 
and commitment to strive every day to improve as Absolut believes that all 
brands should act in sustainable and transparent way to create a more 
open world. Absolut wants to inspire everyone to join its #RecyclingHero 
movement as together we can create a better tomorrow. 
 
Henrik Ellstrom, Absolut’s Director of Strategy and Innovation comments: 
“Absolut has been committed to sustainable production methods for many 
years; and we are excited to be celebrating this and specifically our 
recycling efforts in the form of a bottle launch for the very first time. We 
believe that a glass bottle must have a second life; the new limited edition 
bottle is a pure manifestation of this belief. We hope that our new cirucular 
living campaign will inspire more people to use creativity in order to waste 
less.“ 
 
Marking the launch of the new limited edition bottle, Absolut has co-
created a guide to a circular living together with a collective of 
inspirational minds across the sustainability and creative industries. The 
guide brings together hacks, insights and anecdotes from the likes of zero-
waste influencer Lauren Singer, environmental journalist, Lucy Siegle and 
many other progressive creators. The result is one easy-to-follow plan that 
supports us on our journey to living a more circular lifestyle. 
 
Tina Robertsson, lead for sustainable performance at Absolut, says: “We 
know that the Earth has a finite amount of resources and that we all need to 
take more responsibility for how we act in our daily lives and the choices we 
make. We, at Absolut, are determined to do our part from seed to sip. We 
also want to continue to enlighten our consumers about what we do and how 
they can have less impact on our precious environment. Here at Absolut, we 
are proud of our “One Source” production philosophy and we strive to 
achieve a more circular way of production, which also means that waste is 
seen as a resource and part of a continuous cycle. We recycle and reuse 
as much as possible and we believe that with a little creativity we can all 
drive positive change and find the power and beauty in waste, ultimately 
reducing the negative impact that we have on our planet and creating a 
better tomorrow for generations to come.” 
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The new limited edition bottle will be available across more than 80 countries 

from October 2019. 
 

Follow @absolutvodka on Instagram 
Share your recycling story using #RecyclingHero  
Visit https://www.absolut.com/comeback  and 

https://www.absolut.com/recyclinghero for more information. 
 
 

Recycled Cocktail Collection 
 
Introducing the Recycled Cocktail Collection, remixing how drinks should be 
mixed. Just as Absolut’s new limited edition bottle - and every bottle Absolut 
creates - these cocktails call for recycled and reused ingredients for better-than-
before creations. For more sustainable sips & tips, visit 
https://www.absolutdrinks.com/ and  http://www.thegreenhustle.com/ 
 
 
 

Marmalade MarTEAni   
 

 

 
1 ½ parts Absolut Vodka infused with one 
used black tea bag 
2/3 parts homemade marmalade 
2/3 parts lemon juice  
 
How to mix: Prepare the tea infused 
Absolut Vodka and homemade 
marmalade. Pour all ingredients into a 
shaker. Add Ice Cubes and shake.  Strain 
into a cocktail glass and garnish with the 
used tea bag. 
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Russian Recycled   
 

 

 
1 ½ parts Absolut Vodka filtered 
through leftover coffee grounds 
½ part simple syrup 
2 parts milk of your choice 
 
 How to mix: Prepare the coffee 
flavored Absolut Vodka. Pour all 
ingredients into a shaker. Add ice 
cubes and shake. Pour the mix and ice 
into a tumbler glass. 

 
 

 
 
 

Pickle Brine Bloody 
 
 

 

 
 
1 ½ parts Absolut Vodka 
1 part leftover pickle brine  
2 2/3 parts local bloody mary mix  
 
How to mix: Pour Absolut Vodka, 
leftover pickle brine, and local bloody 
mary mix into a highball filled with ice 
cubes. stir and garnish with three small 
pickles on a toothpick.
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Muled Mule 
 
 

     

 
1 ½ parts Absolut Vodka  
1 part leftover red wine mixed with 
mulled spices 
3 1/3 parts ginger beer 
1 Lime wedge  
 
How to mix: Prepare the spiced leftover 
Red Wine. Add all ingredients and  
ice cubes to a highball glass. Stir, 
squeeze Lime Wedge over the drink, and 
drop the used Lime Wedge into the 
drink. 

 


